Features
Keeping up with change means being prepared for whatever might come. Guru CMS is designed to
be flexible, super fast and easy for web designers, so changes in strategy are quickly implemented,
tested and evolved. We built our content management system from the ground up with responsive
design in mind since the 1.2.3 version (Released 15/04/2017). Manage your site and content from
anywhere, with any device.

GURU CMS Features
Multilingual
Guru CMS is most likely the easiest content management system to build a true multilingual site.
Within 5 minutes you can have a web site running in more than one language. There is no limitation
on how many languages you want to add. Translations of the core CMS can be done simply with any
Gettext client like the Poedit. People with no experience at all in IT can translate the core with
Poedit in a few minutes. The core text of the CMS is available in English. Webmasters and content
creators can create websites to be presented in multiple languages, without ever needing to step
outside of the options available in the Guru CMS core software. Each language on the web site can
have the same or completely different layout/content.
Support
With 24x7 commercial support you have nothing to worry. Our flexible and simple pricing scheme
makes support easy and cost effective. With a cost of £30 per ticket you can play on the safe side if
things goes wrong. We help our customers and partners maximize their project potential by bringing
out the best in Guru CMS. Our core competencies include project kick-off and custom solutions. We
offer full product support to all customers from small web sites to the enterprise. We can build any
software based on Guru CMS even if you don't need to manage content as the core of the CMS with
a few changes can work out great for other projects. A great example is a database for all wetlands
of Greece for WWF (check the project in this link)
Media Manager
A responsive media manager where you can upload and manipulate any kind of image or file. Direct
access from the admin menu from any device. The Media Manager is integrated into the Article
Editor so you can access images and all other media files for easy usage and enhancement of your
written content.
Search
With the built in search, your website visitors will be able to quickly and easily find the appropriate
information on your site.
Content Management
Our content management system has some seriously great features that make organising and
managing your content a breeze. Content creation is made very easy by the inbuilt editor (Ckeditor)
and allows you to edit content without any knowledge of code. Since the 1.2.* version the editor is
fully compatible and configured to use Twitter Bootstrap. You can apply direct formatting of any

Bootstrap class with just a few clicks, no need to edit the source code. After you created your
content you'll find a lot of possibilities to show it on the frontend. The core of our CMS is focused on
SEO (Search Engine Optimization) thus giving you a direct access when editing an article to define
your meta keys, keywords and tags while a sitemap is automatic generated for earch language that
you might have. You will need to spend a few minutes reading our documentation about the exciting
new features of Guru CMS before you publishing your content as it will give you a great idea how it
works. You can hide for example the Title from an article and create a custom one. In this case the
original Title is also your url but the second title is displayed on the published page. That can help in
SEO a lot. This is just a small example of things we did in the latest Guru CMS versions. If you are
looking a SEO CMS out of the box you should really evaluate our CMS.
Tagging
When categorisation is not enough to structure your content, it's time to look at a flat organisation
structure which is best served by tagging. You can easily define the tags while editing or adding an
article.
Frontend Editing
Editing content should be easy, fast and to work with any mobile device You are reading through
your site's content and see a change you need to make. No need to login to the administrative
section any more. You can direct edit the content from the front end with almost all features
enabled, same like the admin page.
Simply click and edit from the frontend.
Menu Manager
The Menu Manager allows you to create one menu per language. You can structure your menu
hierarchy (and nested menu items) completely independent of your content structure. Put one menu
in multiple places and in any style you want; use rollovers, dropdown, flyouts and just about any
other navigation system you can think of. Also automatic breadcrumbs are generated based on your
theme structure. There is no limitation on the way you want to display the menu. If you don't want
the menu to appear dynamic from your content, simple edit the relevant .tpl file and add your own
custom HTML menu. Simple as that!
Responsive
Guru CMS is mobile ready and allows you to build more than just websites but online applications
that can respond to virtually any device. The core templates are built with Bootstrap making it
responsive out of the box which means you have a toolset to work with which makes creating
templates even easier. Out editor is also configured to use Twitter Bootstrap and same for source
editing. Don't forget to check out the relevant documentation pages for an overview.
Templates
This is where no limitation exist! You can get any HTML template and in a couple of hours you can
have it converted to Guru CMS. No complex tags or PHP code into the template files. Work direct
from Adobe Dreamweaver or similar IDEs at no time. Any template from popular sites like
themeforest, templatemonster etc can be converted either from you or from us. With prices starting
from £150 you can have a professional looking web site at very low cost.
Modular Arcitecture

We got a wide range of extra modules that can be added to Guru CMS. A newsletter, RSS feed,
Credit System, Comments, LDAP authentication, a discussion board and a booking form system are
all available as addons.
PHP 7 Support
Our Content Management System works our of the box with any PHP 7.* version along side with
older 5.* versions and either MySQL or MariaDB databases.
Performance
This is where you will be really suprised! Guru CMS is about 5 times faster than Drupal and a way
better from Joomla and Wordpress. Our benchmarks have done with a database of 200k articles on
earch of the above CMS and Guru CMS was by far the faster serving, editing and saving the content
from same hardware.

